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111.  Definition of ''Engineer" and "Contractor."
While it is not at all necessary as a rule to define the terms "Engineer," "Contractor," "Board," etc., it is usually well to insert such a definition, to prevent any legal quibble in case suit is brought by either of the parties to the contract. In this definition also the agency of persons acting for either of the principals or for the engineer is also defined.
Wherever the word "engineer" is used herein, it shall be
and is mutually understood to refer to---------and to his properly
authorized agents, limited by the particular duties entrusted to them.
Wherever the word "contractor" is used herein, it shall be and is mutually understood to refer to the party or parties contracting to perform the work to be done under this contract, or the legal representatives of such party or parties.
E. A. F.
112.  Documents Composing the Contract.   While in   common law all the documents,   acts,   agreements, public advertisements, etc., which relate to or serve to explain the full meaning and intent of the  contract, are made portions of such contract,   it is well  also   to   specify  particularly  what   documents combine to make what is  understood by the parties as <cthe   contract.1*     This clause is   frequently   inserted  in  the enacting agreement, which may or may not precede the specifications proper.    It is here inserted  as a clause in the specifications, but perhaps more properly belongs in what is sometimes designated more specifically   as "the   contract/*    The  clause may read as follows:
It is understood by the contracting parties that the following documents are essential portions of the complete contract: The advertisement, the instructions to bidders, the proposal, all drawings, maps, and plans, hereto attached or herein described, the specifications, 'specific contract, and the contractor's bond.
113.    Meaning Understood.   It is not unusual for contractors  to  enter a  plea, either during construction or  on final settlement, that such and such  parts of the specifications were not understood, and that their bids were   made   under a

